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Home Maintenance and Repair
You love your home and want to take good care of it. But the high cost of labor means you
have to pick and choose what gets fixed and what gets put off until next month – or even next
year.
It doesn’t have to be that way.
Imagine being able to take care of your home yourself. You’ll save tens of thousands of
dollars each year by doing your own home maintenance and repairs. Plus, you won’t have to
rely on expensive contractors.
Learn How to Repair and Maintain Your Home
We have years of experience as highly skilled professionals in construction, home inspection,
and home repair. Our mission is to give homeowners the knowledge and skills they need to
care for their own homes. That’s why we create high quality, do-it-yourself, home
improvement instructional videos.
Our videos take you through every step of the home inspection, repair, and maintenance
process without missing a single step or skimping on details. We make sure you have the all
the knowledge and information you need to care for your own home.
Home Repair and Maintenance Videos
If you have home damage that needs to be repaired immediately, you can download our
home repair videos and access them right away. Or, you can order a home repair DVD,
which will be shipped to you directly. Each video comes complete with a written project guide,
and our DVDs include a one-year money-back guarantee.
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Home Inspection and Finding Home Problems
Do you check your house regularly for home damage? When you’re in the market to buy a
house, do you know what to look for to see if prospective homes are well maintained? Our
home inspection videos show you how to check a home for safety, damage, and overall
condition.
Toilet Repair and Replacement
Why pay a plumber or handyman for a task as quick and simple as replacing a toilet seat?
Our toilet repair and replacement videos show you how to fix a toilet. You’ll learn how to do
minor repairs, such as replacing the flush lever, as well as major repairs like replacing the
whole toilet.
Drywall Repair
Whether you need to learn how to patch a hole from a nail or remove the popcorn texture
from your walls or ceiling, our drywall repair videos will show you each and every step so you
can complete your own drywall repair.
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Home Inspection Video: Identifying Problems Throughout Your Home
Title: Identifying Problems Throughout Your Home
Description: Home Inspection Video
Home Inspection
Your house is more than a big investment; it’s also your home. Periodically, you need to
inspect your home to see if repairs or maintenance work need to be done and to ensure that
your home is still safe and in healthy condition.
Finding home problems that need to be fixed is never a pleasant experience, but identifying
these problems early can be critical. Home damage only worsens over time and becomes
costlier the longer it goes unattended.
A home inspection doesn’t have to be stressful or expensive. By learning how to check your
home for damage, you will save yourself the financial and emotional cost of larger repairs
later.
Learn How to Inspect your Home for Damage
Our home inspection DVD teaches you how to identify problems throughout your house. We’ll
show you how to check for home damage, wear and tear, and regular maintenance in
detailed, step-by-step instructions. We’ll show you how to examine:
•

Kitchen, bathrooms, and garage

•

Interior walls, windows, doors, and flooring

•

Attic, roof, and chimney

•

Exterior walls, outside structures, and foundation

•

Swimming pools, electrical systems, and safety concerns
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Are you in the market for a new home? Instead of paying a professional inspector to evaluate
every prospective house, why not learn how to conduct basic home inspections yourself?
Then, you can hire a professional inspector just once – when you’re ready to buy.
Home Inspection Videos
If you want to get started with a home inspection right away, you can download our home
inspection videos and access them immediately. Download a single video that shows you
everything you need to know to conduct your own home inspection, or download separate
home inspection modules for under $4 apiece.
You can also order a home inspection DVD, which will be shipped to you directly. Each video
comes complete with a written project guide, and our DVDs include a one-year money-back
guarantee.
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Toilet Repair and Replacement
Title: Toilet Repair and Replacement
Description: Toilet repair video
Toilet Repair and Replacement
Did you know that all the parts you need to fix a standard toilet can be purchased for under
$20? And because of our chlorinated water supply, all toilet insides should be replaced every
five years.
As a homeowner, you want to make sure your house is in good repair. Toilet problems are a
nuisance, and they can be costly when you have to hire a contractor to perform basic care
and maintenance or minor fixes.
You can save time and money and avoid the hassle of hiring contractors by learning how to
repair or replace a toilet on your own.
Learn How to Fix a Toilet
The best way to learn how to fix a toilet is to watch professionals do it. Let us walk you
through the steps and show you how to fix a toilet in no time with our easy-to-follow home
repair instructional videos.
Our toilet repair and replacement video shows you how to fix a toilet, how to replace toilet
parts, and how to replace an entire toilet. From simple problems like unclogging a toilet to
more complex repairs such as replacing parts, our videos walk you through each step:
•

Unclogging a toilet, replacing a flush lever, and toilet seat replacement

•

Valve replacement: water supply, ball-cock or fill, flush, and flapper

•

Compression ring removal and wax ring replacement

•

Flange and sub-floor repair (includes cement slab instructions)

•

Toilet replacement
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We’ll teach you everything you need to know to fix any toilet problem you might have.
Toilet Repair Videos
If you have a broken toilet that needs to be fixed immediately, you can download toilet repair
videos and access them immediately. Download a single video that shows you everything
you need to know to fix a toilet, or download separate toilet repair modules for under $4
apiece.
You can also order a toilet repair DVD, which will be shipped to you directly. Each video
comes with a written project guide, and our DVDs include a one-year money-back guarantee.
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Repairing Drywall
Title: Repairing Drywall and Matching Texture
Description: Drywall Repair video
Drywall Repair and Texture Matching
Our walls get a lot of use. We make nail holes to hang pictures, push furniture up against the
walls, and sometimes accidents happen and we end up with large wall holes. Other types of
damage can occur, too. Water leaks and shifts in the foundation are common causes of
drywall problems.
Sometimes, drywall repair is quick and easy. In fact, it can cost just a few dollars to fix a nail
hole. Other times, it’s more involved and costlier. Contractors can be expensive, and
scheduling appointments is always a hassle.
The good news is that if you learn how to patch a hole and make other repairs to your walls,
you’ll be able to get it done quickly. Plus, it will be a lot more affordable. Whether your drywall
repairs are basic or complex, we can show you how to do them all yourself.
Learn How to Repair Drywall
Our drywall repair video teaches you how to fix any drywall hole in your house and shows
you how to match wall texture and remove popcorn-ceiling texture. Some of the fixes covered
in our video on repairing drywall and matching textures include:
•

Patches: pumpkin, lath strip, peel, screen, stud, electrical box

•

Repairing nail holes, repairing corner bead, installing round corner bead

•

Removing popcorn texture and removing wallpaper

•

Floating a wall and installing mounting brackets

•

Mixing patch mud and spray mud
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•

Spray-can texture, hand trawled texture, and orange-peel texture

•

Removing and repairing popcorn texture

Our home repair videos show every detail for making drywall repairs. We’ll walk you through
each step of the process with clear visual instructions. There’s no better way to learn than by
watching professionals!
Drywall Repair and Texture Matching Videos
If you have wall damage that needs to be repaired immediately, you can download our
drywall repair videos and access them right away. Download a single video that shows you
everything you need to know to fix and maintain drywall, or download separate drywall repair
modules for under $4 apiece.
You can also order a drywall repair DVD, which will be shipped to you directly. Each video
comes complete with a written project guide, and our DVDs include a one-year money-back
guarantee.
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